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1. Give a little bling this Holiday! Geodes offer natural
sparkle to your home and can fit into almost any décor. This
geode lamp will make a stunning statement on an end table
or console. Or, use a geode statue for a bookcase, etageres,
or to jazz up a powder bath vanity.
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2. If jewelry is on your holiday wish list, then you’ll need
this stunning jewelry box to keep it in. The inside is lined in
sumptuous velvet & even has a mirror to view your baubles
once you put them on. It’s so beautiful that you’ll want to
have it out on display in your bedroom or use it to glam up
your closet!
3. Cocktail table books are one of my absolute favorite gifts
to give & receive! They are the gift that keeps on giving. I
love gifting entertaining or interior design books to my
friends & clients. They will have tons of eye candy & inspiration wrapped inside a gorgeous hardcover
book. Also, the ones with pretty bindings & covers can pull double duty as decor on cocktail tables,
bookshelves, nightstands & end tables!
4. This chair is for those of you who have been VERY nice this year! The classic red embossed
leather chair is to die for & a perfect place for Santa to sit & enjoy his milk & cookies after leaving it
for you! Use a pair in a family room or study or one by itself as a stylish desk chair. You know you
deserve it!
5. Give a gift in a classic & festive color ~ RED! This gourd shaped lamp has a fun acrylic base &
bright white pleated lamp shade. Place it on an entry table, end table, or nightstand to add instant
color.
6. Treat yourself to a gift with style, form & function! This upholstered cocktail table with a sliding
tray is perfect for entertaining this holiday season. Just picture your guests gathering around it in
your home as you serve up holiday drinks & h’ordeuvres on it.
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Perfect for holiday
entertaining
Shay Geyer is a professional
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